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      23849 Add the quantity per lot to the Print SO Cursor Add setup option SOPRINTLOTQTY, if set add the qty into
the lotalloc field  LOT# (QTY),

Order Entry
Add Lot Qty to Print SO cursor

Enhancement

      23787 Need a way to enter a freight billing address onto BOL
on the fly. Add an address field on BOL screen that will
override any of the freight rules.

Add new BF fields (manual address for billing Frt). 
Change print logic to use address if filled out.;

Bill of Lading
Add field to BOL

Enhancement

      23847 Add new column to bottom grid, "DiscOfferOnInv", that
shows billmast.possdisc.

Add PossDisc to lower grid as read only fieldAccounts Receivable
Apply Cash Receipts

Enhancement

      23569 Add SO Date to connex order import file to use as
schedule date.

 

Add SO date into Orders import file as SCHEDULE.  Build
new version of ADJAMS process; Change format of
schedule date to match new spec
(MM/DD/YYYY/HH/MM/SS) Upload new version to Taylor
server;

Roll Former Integration
Connex Test

Enhancement

      23846 Change program to NOT make adjustments to coil when
adjusted amount is less than 1 (no change to itemtrack
and no change to costsi). 

Add new setup option, IGNORELESSONE.  If set and
count diff is less than one, then do not make any inventory
changes.

Accounts Payable
Cycle Count Adjustments

Enhancement

      23462 Create process to generate XML 810s.

 

 

System Manager
Generate XML 810s

Enhancement

      23815 Create setup option to make copied RFQ number the
original number + counter or revision number.  I.e. first
copy will be XXXX-1 and second will be XXXX-2, and so
on.  If copy is made of a copy apply the same logic of
XXXX-1-1.

Add new setup option (RFQCOPYNUMBER) that makes
the new quote number the old quote number with a -999
on the end.

Quoting
Numbering system

Enhancement
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      23564 Do not add delete suspect data to Main Org if Main Org
already has suspect data.
Update and mark as inactive.

 

Only move suspect if master org does not have one, else
update with new ID and mark is not active.

Address Book
Org Merge

Enhancement

      23779 Add Pack Qty from the itemmaster table to the Print SO
screen.

Add packqty to cursor in PrintSO and PDF makerOrder Entry
Print SO Cursor

Enhancement

      23838 Add setup option S2PSTOCKQTY- When user S2Ps the
Sales Order, if there is not enough stock to pull the
entire order, then the "Produce Quantity" should default
to the order total

Add S2PSTOCKQTY setup option, if set the qty2make will
be set to the order qty if the order qty < on hand qty, else
will be set to 0, pull from stock will be set to order qty.

Order Entry
Produce Qty (s2p)

Enhancement

      23848 Add logic to 74 auto bundle which will ask a prompt for #
of bundles, then # of total pieces in EACH bundle.  The
prompt will ask how many pieces for every bundle
except the last bundle (the remaining pieces will go into
that bundle)

Example: There are 24 pieces on an order.

Go into 74, scan so, scan line:

Prompt: How many bundles?
3,enter

Prompt: How many pieces in bundle 1?
10,enter

Prompt: How many pieces in bundle 2?
10,enter

Auto Logic: Remaining 4 go into the 3rd bundle, hard
stop at the TOTAL QTY of the line (cannot pack more
than what is in line).

Add new # logic to auto pack boxes.
Prompt for number of boxes, type of labels to print.  Then
prompt for box details.  Then for each box, ask how many
to pack.  Pack remainder in last box.

Warehouse Managment System
Prompt 74 Auto Bundle Logic

Enhancement
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      23777 Add item swap capability to quote screen.  Apply
SOSWAPITEM setup logic to the RFQ screen.

Add Itemswap logic to RFQ screen.;Quoting
Quote and item swap

Enhancement

      23842 Change logic to allow user default SO/RFQ type to be
new SO/RFQ type in all
cases if set.

Change SOLDTO allow reset of Default SO type back to
none (blank)

 

Change logic so that User based default SO and RFQ
types are used if set, unless soldto has default order type,
then that is used instead.
;

Quoting
RFQ and SO default SO type

Enhancement

      23783 Add Lot# filter to Scrap Qty Clean Up screen.
Auto-select the record on lost focus when there is a
single match in the grid (single match for that lot).

Add lot filter.  If only 1 matching record, set selected value
to checked.

Item Control (Inventory)
Scrap Qty Clean Up

Enhancement

      23811 Add a set up option for the Skip Processing flag to
prevent the invoice from being built in order to hold off
invoicing until order has completely shipped.

Add a set up option for the Skip Processing flag to prevent
the invoice from being built in order to hold off invoicing
until order has completely shipped.;  (HOLDINV CID
option)
Add same logic to manualship and projship.

Order Entry
Skip Processing Flag logic

Enhancement

      23461 Create process to read XML 850s and convert to
EDIPOH/EDIPOD format.

 

 

System Manager
XML conversion process

Enhancement

16Total Number of Changes:
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